
 

 

 

 

China needs to learn more about the world, and the world also needs 

to learn more about China. China President Xi Jinping while in Seattle in September 2015 
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The third quarter of 2015 ending September turned out to be a difficult period for equity 

investors.  The Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P500 and Nasdaq all declined in the 6-7% range 

during the quarter and brought year-to-date results to minus 7-8%. Fortunately, since the 

quarter’s end to mid October, stock market recoveries have cut this year’s equity losses to the 

2-3% range. As we wrote in our Special Report to clients in August, we viewed this market 

action as a correction after three years of a steady uptrend and that view seems to be playing 

out. 

 

Two primary issues during the quarter worried investors and impacted third quarter market 

performance. First, speculation ad nauseam centered on when the Federal Reserve would 

begin its declared process of raising interest rates. No action has been taken and concerns 

persist relative to any impact higher rates might have on the economy. At Optimum our view 

remains that the US economy is on a steady growth pattern that can be sustained and that it 

will remain impervious to modest rate increases. 

 

The second issue impacting the market has been the potential impact of a slowing and 

maturing of the Chinese economy. Rapid economic expansion in China over the past 15 years 

has lifted the economic growth of many emerging countries and China’s slowing growth is now 

threatening those nations. However, within the US, we see adequate strength that can persist 

in spite of China’s maturing. 

 

China is constantly in the headlines but it is a big country that is hard to understand. In this 

Quarterly Commentary, we want to take a snapshot look at China economic activity and 

provide some insights into the sustainability and profile of China’s growth going forward. 

 

Past China Growth 

 

Over 35 years from 1978 to 2013, China’s economy grew at a 10% annual rate, far greater than 

that of the developed world. This growth centered on export trade of manufactured goods - 

which now represent 11% of total world trade – and on the building of the Chinese 

infrastructure around housing, roads, airports, power plants and the like. This growth fostered 



significant demand for raw materials which were supplied by a host of emerging nations and 

positively influenced global growth. As a result, China is now the world’s second largest 

economy after the US with GDP of $11 trillion as compared to the US at $18 trillion. This growth 

has reduced the number of people living in poverty from 84% in 1981 to 6% by 2011 and has 

raised China’s GDP and income per capita by 8 times the 1990 level.  

 

Today, however, the industrialization process within China has played out and China is focusing 

on increasing the importance of domestic consumption in impacting future growth. This 

maturing is lessening the demand for resource commodities and is having negative economic 

impact on countries such as Brazil, Australia and South Africa.  

 

Such rapid past growth has had its problems within China. The economy is unbalanced with 

excess production capacity and comparatively low levels of personal consumption. Income 

disparity is very wide, corruption has been rampant, the environment is seriously degraded, 

and social instability is rising.  Accordingly, China’s new President Xi has adopted the term “new 

normal” to describe future growth plans that are more balanced among economic, political, 

cultural, social and environmental components. His plan emphasizes developing new markets 

for exporting excess capacity via its Silk Road Project, improving social support programs and 

promoting more domestic personal consumption as a percentage of GDP. The President’s plan 

foresees 7% GDP growth in the near term, 6% as 2020 approaches and 5% by 2025. 

 

Future Growth Plans 

 

The Silk Road Project is a multi-decade plan to link China with Africa and Europe and all 

countries in between along ancient trade routes. This plan includes rail, roads, sea, air and 

pipelines. The map attached to this report shows these routes (see map legend) and pictures 

the massive scale of this initiative that is designed to provide future markets for China’s 

manufactured and industrial products and sources for its natural resource needs. There are 51 

countries so far along these routes that have pledged to participate in their development, with 

$150 billion committed to date for the projects. 

 

Meanwhile, shifting the mix components of GDP to domestic consumption is well underway. 

Historically, Chinese workers saved about 30% of their income because there were no social 

safety nets such as healthcare, pensions and unemployment benefits to protect them. This 

condition is changing as government spending on these benefits rises at an 18% annual rate 

and has reached 8% of GDP and 1/3 of total government outlays. Over 55% of Chinese adults 

are now enrolled in a pension plan and 95% of the citizens have some form of health coverage. 

These changes are jump starting more consumption and less savings as personal financial risks 

are reduced. As of the first half of 2015, consumption in China contributed 60% of GDP growth 

and has reached 52% of total GDP as it moves towards the 70% level in the rest of the 

developed world. 

 

There are other elements of an economic shift to consumption that are unique to China. The 

working age population (age 15-64) peaked at 988 million in 2012 and has started a gradual 



decline. To deal with this trend, the government has modified its one child policy and now 

allows two children per couple, with many believing this new limit will eventually be removed. 

More important, however, has been the shift in the number of people migrating from the rural 

to the urban areas where service and manufacturing jobs provide incomes averaging 3 times 

more than rural farming. From 1980 to 2014, total urban population quadrupled from 191 

million to 742 million and continues to grow at 14 million per year. These urban workers both 

provide more services and are more service heavy consumers. Already services represent 46% 

of China’s GDP while manufacturing drifts lower to a current 42%. 

 

There are of course many difficult challenges in China’s state controlled regime. The current 

government is rooting out political corruption under social pressure, but a free democratic 

environment is not in the cards. The rule of law – relating to property rights, intellectual 

property, judicial due process, foreign ownership, etc. – is in need of reform and cyber threats 

are serious problems. With all that said, however, economic progress marches on.  

 

The Consumption Economy 

 

To provide some color on the rapidly growing consumption side of the Chinese economy, let us 

look at some areas of this growth. Consumer demand is accelerating rapidly for goods and 

services as indicated by trends in some select industries. 

 

• E-Commerce – The internet has become a leading consumption channel in China as 

retail sales here have surged 175 times over the last 10 years and are growing at an 11% 

rate. Penetration of internet users has now reached 50% of the population. 

 

• Household Goods – As incomes rise for the higher earnings population between ages 35 

and 54, purchases of food and energy as a percent of disposable income are falling but 

are rising rapidly in healthcare, sportswear, personal care, travel and communications. 

 

• Automobiles – China is now the world’s largest car market, selling over 23 million in 

2014 versus 16 million in the US. Ownership penetration, however, is only 8% in China 

versus 45% in Japan and 70% in the US. Demand for cars is growing over 20% annually 

and gasoline demand is in record high territory as it benefits from falling prices. 

 

• Healthcare – This is a top priority for both the government and individuals, where 

combined spending is growing 13% per year. Urban residents spend twice as much as 

rural residents because of their higher incomes and education. Continued urbanization 

will maintain this spending momentum. 

 

• Sports and Entertainment – Currently 28% of the population says they are engaged in 

sports regularly but spending on sports entertainment is in its infancy. However, China’s 

film industry and box office spending is second in the world after the US which it should 



surpass in 2017 based on its 40% growth rate. One billion people a year in China go to 

the movies. 

 

• Travel and Tourism – The Chinese people’s love of travel is being encouraged by easing 

of visa applications and the favorable currency exchange rate. Japan, Korea and Thailand 

are favorite destinations, but long haul routes to Europe and the US are seeing 20% 

growth rates. During the recent week long Golden Week holiday, 750 million Chinese 

travelled, with 640 million moving domestically by car, 11 million visiting Beijing alone 

and 4 million travelling overseas. 

 

• Finance and Insurance – Bankcards utilization (both debit and credit) has risen to 48% 

of all retail transactions as compared to 25% 7 years ago. Loan balances are growing at a 

35% rate and reflect both higher incomes and ease of payment. Sales of insurance 

products (life and property/casualty) have penetrated only 3% of the populations but 

are growing at a 20% pace.  

 

China Implications 

 

Our takeaway from this quick look at China is to recognize that the country’s economic shift 

from growth driven by manufacturing and exports to one powered by consumption is well 

underway. Rising incomes and massive urbanization are both increasing the service component 

of GDP and the population’s demand for consumer products and services. While the rapid 

growth in manufacturing and exports is leveling out, China still presses forward with global 

trade and its Silk Road plan. The double digit growth of the previous decades will moderate to 

the 5-6% range, but that growth rate still makes China a powerful economic force and 

important trading partner for years to come. Beyond the current pressure on certain 

commodity producing countries to adjust to China’s slowing commodity demand, the world 

overall – and the United States particularly – stands to benefit from China’s current growth 

trends and ambitious future plans. We believe these prospects suggest that recent US stock 

market concerns about China’s future growth will be dispelled and investors will view China as a 

positive global economic trading partner going forward. 

 

As always, we at Optimum thank you for your trust and welcome any questions or comments. 

 

The Optimum Investment Committee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    

 

 

 


